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Parents of children affected with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) often have mild forms of autistic-like charac-
teristics. Past studies have focused on searching for individual genetic risk loci of ASD.Herewe studied the overall
properties of the genomes of ASD trios by using previously published genome-wide data for common SNPs. The
pairwise genetic distance (PGD) between a spousal pair with ASD-affected children was found smaller than that
of a random pair selected among the spouses in the ASD trios, and spousal relatedness correlated with severe
forms of ASD. Furthermore, for a set of 970 ASD associated SNPs, cases showed higher homozygous minor allele
content than parents. These results indicate new genetic elements in the broad phenotypes of parents with ASD-
affected offspring and in ASD pathogenesis.
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1. Introduction

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) is a common disease today. The
prevalence of ASD is increasing and reached 14.6 per 1000 (one in 68)
children aged 8 years in the United States at 2012 [1]. About four
times as many males as females are autism [2,3]. Twin and family
studies show that siblings of children with ASD are at a significant
higher risk for autism than the general population [4,5,6]. Strict
(STR) and spectrum (SPC) definition of ASD differ mainly in social
deficits [7]. Parents of ASD children are in general of high social eco-
nomic status (SES) with similar background in science and engineering
fields but often have mild forms of autistic-like characteristics or the
‘broad phenotype’ of autism, such as social and communicative diffi-
culties [8,9,10,11]. High SES and educational attainment are strongly
correlated, both of which are also correlated with general intelligence
[12,13]. There is also a genetic component to educational attainment
[14]. ASD children also show wide distribution in general intelli-
gence with high functioning individuals performing better than the
general population or even their high SES parents in certain tasks
[15,16,17].

ASD remains poorly understood but may have a strong genetic com-
ponent with a heritability of 40–80% [18,19,20,21]. ASD are genetically
highly heterogeneous, with no single gene accounting for N1% of cases
[22]. Recent work has shown a substantial contribution of de novo var-
iations [23,24,25,26]. However, genome-wide association studies have
revealed few replicable common polymorphisms associated with ASD
[27,28,29,30].

Theories of ASD are numerous. According to the hyper-systemizing
theory [31,32], people with ASD have an unusually strong drive to sys-
temize. A comprehensive hypothesis of ASD, taking intelligence and
nearly all aspects of ASD into account, has emphasized the role of an op-
timum level of a suppressive force of innate traits [12].

It has been reported that similar phenotypes and genetic parameters
influence preferentialmating [33,34,35]. Consanguineousmarriages ap-
pear to increase the prevalence of ASDs [36,37,38]. The prevalence of
autismmight increase by 1.5-fold after 1 generation of assortative mat-
ing (≥2.4-fold in the long term) depending on several assumptions [39].
Common genetic variants are individually of little effect but may be a
major source of risk for autism [40]. Preferential mating may bring
about additive genetic influences in concentrating inherited ASD sus-
ceptibility [41]. These observations suggest a potential role for combina-
tion of common variants in ASD.

Consistentwith thenotion of a collective and additive effects of com-
mon variants, recent studies indicate a role for genome wide minor al-
lele content (MAC) of an individual in a variety of complex traits and
diseases [42,43,44,45]. The more the number of minor alleles of com-
mon SNPs in an individual (i.e., the higher the MAC values), the higher
the risk in general for many complex diseases such as lung cancer and
Parkinson's disease [42,43,44,45]. Such findings indicate an optimum
level of genetic variations that an individual can tolerate. Too much
lower or higher than the optimummay result in lower fitness and com-
plex diseases [46,47]. In this study, we investigated whether spousal
pairswith ASD-affected children aremore genetically alike andwhether
changes in MAC values may be linked with ASD.
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analysis. After outlier exclusion, there were 320 spouses in AGP stage 1
trios, 283 spouses in AGP stage 2 trios, 133 spouses in Miami ASD trios,
125 spouses in OZALC data and 22 spouses in CEU data (Supplementary
Fig. S1).

4.3. Comparison of parental pair distance with a random pair distance

To generate random pair distance for comparison with a parental
pair, we calculated the distance between a father in a parental pair
and each of the female individuals in the parents cohort. We then com-
pared the parental pair distance with the middle ranked distance
among the randomly paired distances. We did this for all parental
pairs and performed pairwise t-test to determine whether the parental
pair distance is significantly smaller than the middle ranked random
pair. The middle ranked distance among the random pairs, relative to
average distance of random pairs, should be less sensitive to influence
by very large or very small distances from certain random pairs that
may be due to paring of demographically very distant or very close indi-
viduals that may represent a small fraction of our selected cohort
despite our best effort to select homogeneous populations. For example,
20 outliers in an otherwise homogeneous cohort of 300may significant-
ly raise the average random pair distance but would only marginally
affect the middle ranked random pair distance.

4.4. Selection of SNPs within ASD-associated genes

The ASD associated genes were obtained from the published papers
[49].We first selected the ASD-associated SNPs as those that are located
within the ASD associated genes, or within 1000 base pairs upstream or
downstream and the UTR regions of these genes. Using the pairwise
linkage disequilibrium (LD) option of PLINK, we calculated the LD of
each neighboring SNPs (the LD window was 1 million base pairs on
the same chromosome). If there were two or more SNPs in LD with
R2 N 0.5, we randomly selected one among these SNPs.

4.5. Statistical analysis

The population used for calculating the pairwise genetic distance
(PGD) were homogeneous groups with outliers excluded by “GCTA”
(genome-wide complex trait analysis). PGD were scored using a soft-
ware as described in previous studies [43,44]. Every non-repetitive
pair within a population was scored to produce the average PGD. The
PGD software measures genetic distance between two individuals by
the number of mismatched SNPs. For homozygous (Hom) vs Hommis-
match such as CC vs TT, a difference of 1 was scored. For Hom vs Het
such as CC vs CT, a difference of 0.5 was scored. For Het vs Het such as
CT vs CT, a difference of 0.5 was scored, which is based on the following
reasoning. When there is AB v AB match, there are two situations de-
pending on the haplotypes. First, if haplotypes are matched, the two
hets would be identical (AB matched with AB) and it would take 0 mu-
tation to convert AB to AB. Second, if haplotypes are not matched, AB
would be matched with BA. It would take 2 mutations to convert AB
into BA. Since only 50% of het vs het matches would be AB vs BA, so
the overall number of mutations required to make AB and BA equal to
AB in terms of haplotype matches is 0.5 × 2 = 1, which is 50% lower
than that required for changing AA to BB. Since we score AA v BB as a
difference of 1, the score for AB v AB is naturally 0.5.We verified this ap-
proach by comparing the PGD in X chromosome for CEU females vs CEU
males using HapMap SNP data and found them to be similar as expect-
ed. In contrast, a software based on IBS (identical by status) such as
PEAS that score A/B vs A/B as 0 showed the males to have much greater
PGD in X than females [53]. For themissing genotypes N/N, N/N vs Hom
was scored as 0 andN/N vs Het as 0.5. All the PGD (or the ratio of homo-
zygous genotype) were expressed as total number of the distance (or
homozygous SNPs) divided by the total number of SNPs that actual
used except the N/N.
The MAF of each SNP was calculated by PLINK and SNP Tools for
Microsoft Excel [52,59]. From MAF data of controls we obtained the
MA set, which excluded non-informative SNPs with MAF = 0 in both
cases and controls or with MAF = 0.5 in controls.

Minor allele content (MAC) means the ratio of the number of minor
alleles divided by the total number of SNPs scanned.
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The notion that AD could be caused by overload of memory circuits is not entirely new. In an article 
published nearly 20 years ago, Clarke presented a similar hypothesis reasoning that differential 
phosphorylation of tau embodies stored information (Clarke, 2000). Clarke reasoned that the large 
number of phosphorylation sites possessed by tau provides a digital encoding mechanism with up to 17 
billion variations. Once all variations are exhausted, pTau forms NFTs driving neurodegeneration. Clarke 
did not elaborate specifically on how cells could recognize and distinguish 17 billion variations in tau 
phosphorylation, or for example how the many molecules of tau found in the same cell could be 
distinguished. Nor was an explanation of how this would manifest in neuroplasticity and circuit 
connectivity provided. Nonetheless, Clarke essentially proposed that pTau acts as a mnemonic tag. 
Additionally, Clarke proposed that Aβ acts as an anti-overload mechanism noting that Aβ initially 
promotes plasticity before switching to an inhibitory and ultimately a toxic role. Indeed, the notion that 
Aβ transitions from positive and beneficial mnemonic effects to neurotoxic effects is by no means novel 
- several others have made the same suggestion (Morley et al., 2019; Puzzo, 2019). 
 
Around the same time as Clarke’s article, Mesulam published his “plasticity-based theory of the 
pathogenesis of AD” (Mesulam, 2000). Noting the correlation between areas of high plasticity and 
deposition of Aβ and NFTs, his article made a number of remarkably relevant statements. Asking “Could 
the increased vulnerability of limbic areas to NFT formation be based on the increased neuroplasticity 
load they have to bear throughout the life span?” Mesulam went on to surmise “Ultimately, AD arises 
when the brain can no longer keep up with the work needed to repair itself or encode new experiences” 
and that “AD of old age may not be a disease at all, but the inevitable manifestation of a failure to keep 
up with the increasingly more burdensome work of plasticity”. Additionally, Mesulam suggested that in 
areas of high plasticity tau phosphorylation and Aβ turnover initially act adaptively and independently to 
meet neuroplasticity needs – a concept similar to that presented here. Eventually, Mesulam proposed, 
such processes would “lead to chronically high and eventually unsustainable levels of plasticity-related 
cellular activity” following which such pro-AD factors transition to neurotoxic effects. Moreover, 
Mesulam made what proved a particularly prescient prediction, suggesting that attempts at reactive 
remodeling to counter increasing plasticity burden, NFTs would form and undergo a “horizontal” spread 
in inter-connected brain regions – interest in prion-like spread of tau forms was not to take off until a 
decade later (Goedert et al., 2010). 
 
Is there any tangible direct evidence supporting the prediction that long-term memory overload causes 
AD? The short answer is no, or at least very little. Perhaps because studies attempting to deliberately 
overload memory in humans or experimental animals are practically non-existent. That said, very recent 
studies by De Risi et al suggest that week-long memory capacity in aged cognitively impaired mice is 
limited by an autophagic process that eliminates fibrils of Aβ and α-syn (De Risi et al., 2020). However, 
studies such as this are unusual, obliging one to look to correlative evidence. Aside from the risk of 
developing AD increasing with age and the notion held (by some) that all individuals will develop AD if 
they live long enough, epidemiological evidence may be supportive. As outlandish as it may sound, 
several studies show television viewing correlates with AD risk (Lindstrom et al., 2005) and mortality 
(Grace et al., 2017; McDonnell et al., 2016; Veerman et al., 2012). Though naturally these studies are 
difficult to interpret as time spent watching television is time not spent doing activities such as exercise 
– activities that themselves may be negative risk factors in their own right. If one supposes 
industrialization has brought concomitant increases in exposure to information rich experiences, one 
might look to comparing AD rates in industrialized versus non-industrialized countries. Comparing 
African Americans with Nigerians finds higher rates of AD in the former (Josefson, 2001). AD incidence is 
generally higher in North America and Europe than in developing countries (see Qiu et al., 2009). 
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